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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper discusses the optimal exercising for the investor who has American stock 
options under a prespecified strategy, where the exercise level for the investor grows as time elapses. 
We derive an explicit form of the net expected capital gain for the investor in such sltu, Ltlons and 
propose a method to obtain the optimal exercise policy and the corresponding capital gain numer~ 
ically. Finally, we compare with our model and one in an earlier contribution on the quantitative 
performance, and show that our method proposed herein is simple and useful in practical portfolio 
management. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is one of the most important research areas in financial theory to value the option price. 
Especially, the pricing of the stock options is most fundamental nd important in practical 
portfolio management. Following Black and Scholes' [1] seminal contribution, Merton [2] and 
Cox and Ross [3] developed the option pricing model. Further, Harrison and Kreps [4] and 
Harrison and Pliska [5] took notice of the relationship between the martingale and the arbitrage 
theory, and applied to the pricing of the contingent claims and the explanation of the price 
mechanism in the security market. 
In the stock option pricing model, the American option is noted since the American option 
is a contract hat gives the investor the right to buy or sell the stock at an arbitrary time 
until the expiration date, and is hard on the mathematical treatment. Merton [2] discussed the 
American option pricing and showed that the American call price with no dividends is equivalent 
to the corresponding European call and that the American put pricing is essentially reduced 
to a free boundary problem on a set of partial differential equations. It is, however, difficult 
and troublesome to solve the partial differential equation at all boundary points. To avoid this 
trouble, many pricing methods on the numerical calculations have been suggested (see, e.g., [6]). 
The most popular method among them is the binomial approximated one. However, this method, 
when used to value the American put, must be with the recursive procedure and is never simple. 
It is true that such trouble on the option pricing makes the option trader suffer in the practical 
option management. 
In this paper, we discuss the optimal exercise problem, which is to investigate when the investor 
should exercise American stock options. This problem has been discussed by Sawaki [7] for the 
first time as pricing of the American call option in capital market equilibrium, and further is 
developed and extended by Dohi, Tanaka and Osaki [8]. We also consider the option pricing as 
the optimal exercise problem. Since the exercise strategy prespecified by the investor must be 
assumed in the optimal exercise problem, we stipulate the assumption that the investor follows 
a strategy so-called Time Growth Strategy, which is different from the one in [8]. Applying Time 
Growth Strategy, we derive the expected capital gain for the American call and put options. The 
pricing method proposed in this paper is very simple and without any approximation. 
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 explains notations and assumptions, 
and derives the net expected capital gain explicitly for the investor under an extended exercise 
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strategy. Section 3 derives the optimal exercise policy for the American options and the cor- 
responding expected capital gain numerically and compare the quantitative performance to the 
earlier American option pricing method. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section 4. 
2. STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR OPTION TRADING 
~.I. Assumptions on Option ~rading 
Let us consider the markets in which American stock options and the corresponding stock called 
underlying stock are traded continuously. We assume throughout this paper that the market8 are 
frictionless (i.e., no transaction costs, no taxes and no short-sales restrictions). The temporal 
variation of the underlying stock price is modeled by the linear stochastic differential equation of 
It6 type 
dP(t) = pe(t) dt + #P(t) dZ(t), 
P(0) = p0. 
(0 < t <_ T), (1) 
(2) 
The process Z(t) is a one-dimensional Brownian motion, p and ~ are positive and finite constant 
parameters so-called the mean logarithmic stock return per unit time and the volatili|y of the 
stock price, respectively, and T(0 ~ T < co) is a fixed time horizon. Simplifying and clearing 
the discussion, we consider the case in which no dividends are paid until t = T. We image the 
investor who holds an American call or put option, which is a contract hat gives him the right 
to buy or sell, at any time between t = 0 and the specified time T called the ezpiration date, one 
share of the stock at a specified price Kc(> 0) or Kp(> 0) called the ezercise price. 
Our purpose in this paper is to investigate when the investor should exercise American options 
under risk neutral measure (or equivalent martingale measure) and to derive such an optimal 
stopping time. Following Cox and Ross [3] and Harrison and Kreps [4], we must rule out unrea- 
sonable arbitrage opportunities in market equilibrium. This condition is needed to evaluate the 
fair option price and especially, in the case of the American options, the corresponding prices are 
defined by 
sup E[e-r'(P(t) - Kc) +] (American call option), (3) 
O~_t~T 
sup E[e-r~(Kp - P(t)) +] (American put option), (4) 
0<t<z 
respectively, where E is the expectation operator under equivalent martingale measure (see, e.g., 
I9]) and r (> 0) is a risk-free rate. Note that the expectation under equivalent martingale 
measure is realized simply as a result of the original expectation after the transformation of
p --* r in Equation (1). In other words, the discounted stock price, P(t)exp (-rt) ,  under such a 
transformation becomes a martingale. 
In particular, we specify the investor's trategy for exercising American options as follows. 
STRATEGY(TIME GROWTH STRATEGY) 
During the interval 0 < t < T, the investor exercises American options at the time when the 
underlying stock price becomes the time-dependent exercise level, z exp (at), for the first time, 
i.e., 
ra - inf {t : P(t) = ze °' [ 0 _< t _< T}. (5) 
where a (-co < a < co) is a parameter that measures the growth of the exercise level and is 
called Time Growth Parameter. If the price does not become z exp (at) over the life time of 
options, the investor decides at the expiration date whether he should exercise or not. 
Here, we call a pair (z, a) ezercise policy, which characterizes the exercise level. The reason 
why Time Growth Parameter a is introduced is as follows: As the most frequent phenomenon 
observed in an actual security market, we consider the trading such that the investor exercises the 
options at the time when the underlying stock price becomes some value prespecified in advance 
for the first time. Such a strategy is the so-called trading by limits and discussed by Dohi, Tanaka 
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and Osaki [8]. Generally speaking, it will be, however, natural that the exercise level, for the 
investor in an actual option market, depends on time, since the stock price behaves dynamically. 
In the continuous trading model, we approximately assume that the exercise level for the investor 
in such a situation grows exponentially, since the stock price also grows exponentially. 
Of course, we must recognize that a is an unknown and incomplete parameter determined by 
the investor. The parameter a may be related to p or r. However, when we consider the optimal 
exercise problem, it seems to be important to make investigation i to experimentally how the 
prespeeified strategies have an effect on the expected capital gain, which corresponds with the 
option premium in this paper. Thus, we discuss the option trading under Time Growth Strategy. 
It should be noted that the boundary of the initial value of the exercise l vel, z, at time 0 differs 
in kinds of options. In the case of the call option, the investor will consider the boundary of the 
exercise level such that Ke < z < oo, since he considers the option premium as an insurance 
one for his portfolio to hedge the risk to a minimum and permits a loss of the option premium. 
Contrary to the call, the boundary of the level for the American put option is assumed to be 
0<x<Kp. 
We concretely define the following two stopping times: 
re={t :P ( t )>ze  a ' lpo<z<oo,  0<t<oo},  (6) 
rp_={t :P ( t )<ze" t l0<z<p0,  0<t<oo}.  (7) 
From the standard level-crossing theory for random processes (see, e.g., [10]), we obtain the 
corresponding densities as 
m log~O ~ r A(r= 6 dr)dr - ~  exp.  
h(~p • dr)dt _:og(p0/~) exp ] 
£ 
where 
- +_ 
20.2t J ' 
(-(~ - .)t + log(,/p0)p ] 
0.2 
(8) 
(9) 
- " -  T"  (:0) 
For the mathematical prerequisite above, we will discuss the optimal exercise problem for the 
American stock call and put options. 
2.2. American Call Option Trading 
Let us consider the net expected capital gain for the investor who has an American call option 
under Time Growth Strategy. From the standpoint of the conditional expectation, which is 
an idea similar to pricing the path-dependent options by Goldman, Sosin and Shepp [11] and 
Goldman, Sosin and Gatto [12], we formulate the expected capital gain for the American call at 
time 0 as 
W:~(z, a) = --/T e-r'( zea' _ K¢)+ f¢(t) dt 
do (11) 
/'i + e - 'T (pe aT - Kc)+gc(y,p)dydp, .Io o 
where 
2(a -a ) /a  a 
g¢(o~_,~_TP(t)e -at 6 dy, P(T)e -aT 6 dp)dydp = 2(21og(y/po)- log(p/po)) ( y '~ 7f--r v -ff g / 
( -(4 - .)t - 2 log(y/p0) + log(p/p0)p ]
exp[ x 
2a~T 
(12) 
The joint distribution above can be obtained immediately by shifting a by a in the joint density 
of the maximum and the end point for a Brownian motion with a drift. See, for the detailed 
derivation, [13]. 
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We proceed to calculate Equation (ii) and have 
W~(=,.) 
-- = 700 N ¢~r :  ~(=/po).],~ J+ 7;o= N t[-J~T--~l°g(=!P°)'lJ 
1,,I 
+ {N[ - ( " - " ) r+ l°g( : /~°) l  N r-~T+'°g(K°/~°)l  
po T'~tT - "J - L "~-- '~ 'J ) 
,, .__.~  {~ r-~-,-~o~,po,- ~.~o~.,,o,3. ~ [-~,-,,,~,-,o~.,~,.3 } 
+ Po ,,.po / L ~ ,,'d'~ J 
(13) 
~-v~ .I ~-¢~ 
% Kce -rz { N [r -aT ÷~l°g(Kc/p°) j _N[  - (a l  - a)TT~cT -+ log(z/po)].j}, 
where N[.] is a Gaussian c.d.f, and 
if2 
j3 =_ r + -~-, (14) 
~ _ (. _ ~)2, (15) 
W2 ~ (a -- a )  2 -I" 2¢r2r • (16) 
~.3. American Put Option Trading 
Similarly as the case of the American call, we formulate the expected capital gain for the 
investor who has an American put option at time 0 as follows: 
/o ~ i~/;o W~,(z,a) = e-~t(Kp - zea')+ fp(t) dt W e -rT (Kp - peaT)+ gp(m,p) drndp, (17) 
where / 
gp f .~  e(t)~-o' e din, e(r)e-°T e ~p/d,.,., dp 
ko_<,=<T / 
2(log(p/po) - 2 log(,,/po)) ( '_~°-°)/"= 
= " ,--~-r<~-~.~---3 ,,po/ 
(-(a - a)t - 2 log(m/po) + log(p/po))2], 
exp[- × 2ce2T 
Then, we have the expected capital gain function as 
(18) 
w~c~,a) { r-,,<r+,.o,~>/~o)l (±'1~ r~+logc.,!po)]} 
N L ~ J+ ~po/ L ~v~ 1 
+ Po {N [[.-(/~ - a)T~v r'~+ log(z/po)]j - N LF-~T +~log(Kplpo)]j } 
(19) 
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~,p0 / ;7{ .j - N [ ~V~ 
+K,,o-..= l, ,,.-~ J - L ~ J.," 
(19 cont.) 
In Section 3, we derive the optimal exercise policy of the American options by using the 
analytical results obtained in this section and investigate the quantitative performance. 
3. COMPARISONS OF THE PERFORMANCE 
3.1. American Call Option Pricing 
Under time growth strategy, the problem is to find the optimal stopping time 
I"~ -- inf {t : P(t) = z* e a*t l Kc < x < oo , 0 < t < T}, (2o) 
satisfying with 
W~(z*, a*) - sup W~(z, a). (21) 
(=,~) 
We investigate the behavior of the expected capital gain numerically, since Equation (13) is a 
complex form. Figure 1 shows an example of the behavior of the expected capital gain, W~(z, a), 
for the policy (z, a). From our results, applying the numerical calculation, we find that the 
W~,(z, a) is a nondecreasing function with respect o (z, a). This result tells us that there is no 
finite optimal exercise policy and the investor should not exercise until the expiration date. After 
all, the optimal exercise policy is (z*, a') ---, (~,oo) and the maximum expected capital gain 
becomes the following asymptotic value 
W~,(z',a*) "- Hm W~(x,a)- lira W~(x,a) 
X- - tO0 a -'* OO 
, 
(22) 
which is reduced to the B-S call price (the European call option price by Black and Scholes 
[1]). This result is the general property on the pricing of the American call with no dividends by 
Merton [2] (i.e., the price of the American call with no dividends corresponds tothe European). It 
is obvious that the plane on the top of the hill in Figure 1 represents B-S price. Thus, alternative 
interpretation on B-S price is given by applying the exercise policy. 
3.~. American Put Option 
On the other hand, the optimal stopping time for the investor with the American put is 
r~=in f{t :P ( t )=z*e  a'~lO<z<Kp, O<t<T},  (23) 
where 
W~.(z*,a*)- sup W~.(z,a). (24) 
(=,.) 
Figure 2 shows an example of the behavior of the expected capital gain, W~(z, a), for (z, a). 
Observing the behavior of the expected capital gain in Figure 2, we recognize that the optimal 
exercise policy, (z*, a*), maximizing W~(z, a) exists. Therefore, in our optimal exercise problem, 
the rational (fair) price for the American put is W~.(z*, a'). 
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w.~(x,a ) 
4O 
Figure 1. Behavior of the expected capital gain for the policy (~, -) 
under Time growth strategy (American call option). 
(po = 40.0[$1, K, = 40.0[$], r = 0.5S33[Year],, = 0.04SS) 
It is easy to verify that W~(z, a) is reduced to the B-S put price (the European put option 
price by Black and Scholes [1]) when the policy (z, a) --* (0,-c¢), that is, 
.~-o w~.(=, ,) = .--=lim w~.(=, ,,) 
=- ~N L[-l°s(s'°/Ke)-o~ ~'] + K"-'TN LF-I°s(s'°/Ke)o-v'T -,~T] (25) 
The policy above also shows that there is no realized exercise policy until the expiration date. 
That is, the fiat in Figure 2 represents he B-S put price. Thus, we can also relate the European 
option price and the exercise policy closely in the put option pricing. In other words, The pricing 
of the European option is a special case of the optimal exercise problem in this paper as Dohi, 
Tan-lea and Osaki [8] have shown. 
~.(x,a ) 
40 
Figure 2. Behavior of the expected capital gain for the policy (:v, a) 
under Time growth strategy (American put option). 
(vo = 40.0[$], K~ = 45.0[$], T = 0.SS3Z[Ye~], ~ = 0.04SS) 
Let us consider the derivation of the optimal exercise policy in the put option pricing. It is 
difficult to derive z* and a* analytically by solving the nonlinear Equation (19). According,  we 
derive the optimal exercise policy by applying Ne~on Raphson Method and the corresponding 
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maximum values of the expected capital gain. Then, we compare with the quantitative perfor- 
mance on pricing between our model obtained herein and one in earlier contribution. Table 1 
shows the relationships between the optimal exercise policy and the optimal capita/gain. [4~T* 
represents the optimal expected capital gain under Time Growth Strategy and CR is the Ameri- 
can put option price from evaluating by the binomial approximation in [6]. BS t, is the European 
put option price by Black and Scholes [1]. 
Table 1. Optimal exercise policy and the corresponding expected capital gain for the 
various values of the realiz~tion parameters on American put option pricing. 
(p0 = 4o.0[$], r = 0 .04as)  
0.2 0.0833 35 0.0062 29.6181 1.73235 0.00619 0.01 
0.2 0.3333 35 0.1960 27.1452 0.63137 0.20016 0.20 
0.2 0.5833 35 0.4170 26.7270 0.35808 0.43224 0.43 
0.2 0,0833 40 0.8404 35,2717 1,14077 0.85178 0.85 
0.2 0.3333 40 1.5222 33.1039 0.39123 1.578,51 1.58 
0.2 0.5833 40 1.8813 32.1545 0.24435 1.98845 1.99 
0.2 0.3333 45 4.7805 38,3307 0.25026 5.08705 5.09 
0.2 0.5833 45 4.8402 37.1259 0.17139 5.26471 5.27 
0.3 0.0833 35 0.0771 26.2116 3.053,53 0,07736 0.08 
0.3 0.3333 35 0.6867 23.4262 0.98080 0.69701 0.70 
0.3 0.5833 35 1.1890 22.4521 0.58587 1.21871 1.22 
0.3 0.0833 40 1.2991 32.2783 2.00784 1.30950 1.31 
0.3 0.3333 40 2.4376 28.7382 0.71710 2.48104 2.48 
0.3 0.5833 40 3.0636 27.1930 0.45740 3.16718 3.17 
0.3 0.0833 45 4.9796 38,0426 1.18405 5.05908 5.06 
0.3 0.3333 45 5.5290 33.6738 0.53912 5.70328 5.71 
0.3 0.5833 45 5.9725 31.7218 0.36537 6.24009 6.24 
0.4 0.0833 35 0.2458 23.3550 4.28240 0.24650 0.25 
0.4 0.3333 35 1.3298 20.0097 1.35676 1.34530 1.35 
0.4 0.5833 35 2.1129 18.6349 0.83111 2.15336 2.16 
0.4 0.0833 40 1.7579 29.3406 2.95318 1.76769 1.77 
0.4 0.3333 40 3.3338 24.6629 1.07530 3.38579 3.38 
0.4 0.5833 40 4.2475 22.6823 0.69205 4.34993 4.35 
0.4 0.0833 45 5.2362 34.9826 1.99550 5.28590 5.29 
0.4 0.3333 45 6,3769 29.1353 0.87187 6.50722 6.51 
0,4 0.5833 45 7.1656 26.6475 0.58696 7.37904 7.39 
Table 1 tells us that Vv'~* is almost equivalent o CR. Therefore, our pricing method as the op- 
timal exercise problem is never inferior to the binomial approximated one by Cox and Rubinstein 
[6] on the quantitative performance in the American put option pricing. On the contrary, our 
method is applied to only the Newton Raphson method and is very simple, though the binomial 
method is needed for the recursive procedure and is rather troublesome. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that our pricing method is without any approximation (in- 
cluding one by the compound option in [14]). In earlier contributions on the American put option 
pricing, the discrete approximations are applied in spite of the continuous tock price dynamics. 
Though our model specifies the exercise strategy for the investor as a time growth one, it is a 
simple model on numerical calculations and makes the exact pricing of the American put possible, 
since the cumulative error by the approximation does not need to be considered. Thus, we can 
conclude that the our pricing model is realistic and suggests a possibility of applicability to the 
practical management for the options. 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we have developed the strategic algorithm to derive the optimal exercise policy 
under Time Growth Strategy. The closed-form expressions for the expected capital gains that 
are gotten by the option holder have been derived and the result has been applied to pricing the 
American stock options. In our pricing method, the fact that the American call price has been 
reduced to the European call can he explained consistently, and further, the American put price 
also has shown good fitting, surprisingly, to the values by the binomial approximation in [6], in 
spite of its simple calculation procedure. It is very important to ease ~he trouble on pricing in 
practical portfolio management, and our model will contribute greatly to the simple management 
of the actual stock option trading. 
For future problems, we must consider how the exercise strategy for the investor is related 
to the rational American option price. In fact, is the investor in economic equilibrium possible 
to select the exercise strategy? Further, in such a situation, is Time Growth Strategy in this 
paper optimal? These problems are very important in the modern Portfolio Theory to explain 
the actions of the investor in economic equilibrium consistently. 
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